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UNEQUAL  
UNIVERSITIES
I appreciated  the use-
ful selections from Charles 
T. Clotfelder’s extensive re-
search on inequality in Amer-
ican higher education (“The 
College Chasm: How market 
forces have made American 
higher education radically 
unequal,” November-Decem-
ber 2017, page 50). I was sur-
prised, nonetheless, to find 
only passing reference to the decline in sup-
port by state legislatures for their own insti-
tutions. In fact, many land-grant institutions 
receive only token financial support from the 
states that took the federal grants of land, first 
authorized by the Morrill Act of 1862, “ to pro-
mote the liberal and practical education of the 
industrial classes in the several pursuits and 
professions in life.” Escalating in-state tuition 
now excludes those of modest means.

Unfortunately, the will to fund public high-
er education has withered under the force of 
a spurious notion that higher education is 
strictly an individual business investment, 
whether the degree leads to portfolio manage-
ment or teaching English. Consider however: 
a progressive tax on those who actually earn 
more could fund the next college generation 
more generously. We all benefit from public 
investment in an educated citizenry.

The glory of the land-grant college was 
that it combined practical training and a lib-
eral education. Farmers, engineers, scientists, 
accountants, and future professionals in all 
spheres learned skills that served their com-
munities and with their professors took part 
in the advancement of knowledge. General 
education requirements introduced students 
to a broad range of learning in literature, his-
tory, philosophy, the arts, and the social sci-
ences, as well as what we now call STEM 

courses. Students gained a 
larger vision of what they 
might contribute as respon-
sible citizens enjoying an en-
hanced quality of life.

I doubt that any appre-
ciable progress will be 
made in reducing inequal-
ity until we recover this 
generous vision, which 
once made America great. 

Thomas M. Adams ’63
Washington, D.C.

EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
In response to  “Measuring an Education,” 
President Drew Faust’s latest View From 
Mass Hall (November-December 2017, page 
5): As a former faculty member, academic 
dean, and college president, I have never 
seen a better understanding of education 
than that of Coleman Barks, the brilliant 
translator of Rumi, in his interview with 
Bill Moyers.

“I believe it doesn’t really matter what the 
teacher talks about. You remember all those 
classes you took in college? It doesn’t mat-
ter what was said. What we remember are a 
few presences. What was being taught was 
the presence of a few people, and there was 
a connection between the presence and us. 
But we sat there and took notes and thought 
we were studying the French Revolution 
or duck embryos or something, when what 
we were really learning about was coming 
through the teacher.” 

Thomas B. Coburn, M.T.S. ’69, Ph.D. ’ 77
Warren, R.I.

I very much  appreciated President Faust’s 
letter. Education may be defined as the cre-
ative use of knowledge. At the interface of 
knowledge and creativity is that experience 
known as education. This definition pro-
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Square Deals?
A spectre  is haunting Harvard Square—
the spectre of commercial real-estate de-
velopment. Karl Marx aside, the Square 
faces significant change. The new owners of 
the wedge-shaped building at the intersec-
tion of Brattle and John F. Kennedy Streets, 
aimed at the Red Line subway station, en-
vision a high-end retail mall. The trusts 
in control of the low-rise buildings across 
Brattle, and down the block (beyond the 
Coop’s annex), are now selling them; the lat-
ter site can accommodate multistory rede-
velopment. And a plan has been advanced to 
replace the closed cinema on Church Street. 
(Details and renderings appear at harvard-
mag.com/hsq-redev-17.)

All this promised change reflects the 
normal workings of the market, within the 
confines of Cambridge’s zoning and other 
regulations. But combined with retailing’s 
migration from family-owned stores to 
chains and online shopping, and Harvard’s 
global tourist appeal, much more than phys-
ical renewal seems at stake.

The Square’s identity resides to a large de-
gree in its unique establishments—name your 
favorite. Running such places is never easy: 
the hours are long, the competition fierce, the 
costs of doing business high. It has been dis-
maying to see the face of the Square presented 
upon exiting the T station progressively ho-
mogenized by bank branches (deadening to 
passersby, especially at night), a chain drug-
store, and cookie-cutter food outlets. The 
higher rents that come with (needed) physi-
cal redevelopment and catering to new kinds 
of customers accelerate that process.

Does the University have a stake in this 
transformation? Certainly, it benefits from 
an inviting, distinctive front door. Yale, 
which suffered from New Haven’s woes in 
the past, has invested heavily in the retailing 
along Broadway (L.L. Bean will be a ground-
floor tenant in a new graduate-student resi-
dence), and its renovated art museums have 
attracted throngs, revitalizing much of Cha-

pel Street. MIT has pursued fresh retail and 
restaurant strategies in Kendall Square, en-
livening a former office and laboratory des-
ert. These long-term, presumably expensive, 
efforts suggest that it is productive to hold 
on to something good rather than try to re-
claim streetscapes and urban fabrics that 
were made, or have become, uninviting.

Under other circumstances, Harvard 
might inject itself into the refashioning 
of the Square. Given its appetite for office 
space, for instance, it might become the 
redeveloper of some of those expandable 
Brattle Street properties, taking the upper 
floors and subsidizing the new retail footage 
to attract unique tenants. Or the endow-
ment could evaluate the opportunities for 
its real-estate portfolio—for office devel-
opment, a new hotel, or something else—
again with some consideration of the home 
team. (And one would hope that such an 
intervention would yield something more 
appealing than the blank, blocky mass of 
One Brattle Square.)

Neither seems likely right now. The Uni-
versity’s major local investment is the re-
fashioning of Holyoke Center into the Smith 
Campus Center—with eight food vendors: 
a significant addition to the Square’s ros-
ter, but also more competition for existing 
establishments. Administrators have also 
been focused on the development plans for 
Allston—particularly the design of the “en-
terprise research campus” about to reach 
Boston regulators for review (see harvard-
magazine.com/erc-17.) And the endow-
ment, in the midst of substantial restruc-
turing, has been selling real-estate assets.

So the likeliest scenario is commercially 
focused redevelopment, resulting in a place 
that is less distinctive and more homoge-
nous than the Harvard Square of yore. A 
first-world problem, to be sure, and sure-
ly no different from outcomes elsewhere. 
Whether the result pleases, brings on waves 
of nostalgia, or induces gnashing of teeth, 
the market will work its magic, and some 
new Square will emerge from the current 
dealings.               vjohn s. rosenberg, Editor

vides a job description for a faculty person, 
who must transfer knowledge (the easy 
part, largely requiring memorization) and 
inspire creativity (the hard part).

When I started graduate work at Har-
vard, I came out of an undergraduate expe-
rience that was largely focused on informa-

tion transfer. The wonderful thing about my 
graduate experience was that the faculty in-
spired creativity. Their inspiration led me to 
experience a very successful academic career.

My concern with the use of student eval-
uations is that they may reflect more about 
information transfer than creativity. For ex-
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ample, I taught organic chemistry, which at 
that time was required of the “pre-med” stu-
dents. I always had some questions on my 
exams that required creative use of organic 
chemistry. A student who had difficulty in 
dealing with this, and was failing the course, 
came to me saying, “I know all this organ-
ic chemistry crap but I get clutched up on 
your exams.” I responded, “I am glad you are 
failing this course because this means you 
will not get into medical school, and if you 
get ‘clutched up’ on something as simple as 
organic chemistry, I don’t want you to be a 
doctor.” The student’s response was, “Oh, 
but I am not going to be a surgeon, just a 
general practitioner.” How would one weigh 
this student’s evaluation?

Leon Mandell, Ph.D. ’51
Temple Terrace, Fla.

FINAL CLUBS…
I write  to you [President Drew Faust] to-
day, having just received my latest Harvard 
Magazine, wherein I was quite shocked to 
find many letters attacking you and the ad-
ministration for moving against final clubs 
at Harvard.

Hooray for you, President Faust! These 
clubs are a stain on the University and the 
most distasteful aspect of my entire edu-
cational life. As a sophomore transfer stu-
dent in January 1996, I was so taken aback by 
these sexist relics, I made an appointment 
my first week at Harvard with the dean of 
students (Epps) and the dean of coeduca-
tion, who directed me to the Lyman Com-
mon Room in Radcliffe Yard for milk and 
cookies. Shortly thereafter, I personally re-
fused to attend the clubs after I was physi-
cally barred from using the front door at the 
Fly by a male Harvard student. What still 
burns my britches is that I was more sophis-
ticated, witty, and charming than most of 
their members, yet I was barred from throw-
ing my hat in the ring by virtue of my sex.

What would all these apologists say 
if these clubs refused admission to black 
people? Latinos? Gays? Come on. President 
Faust, you are on the right side of history! 
Please stay the course! Even snobby, old-
world Princeton’s eating clubs were forced 
to go co-ed nearly three decades ago.

It has always been my wish that the 
clubs welcome women to apply as full-

fledged members. If they’d rather fall on 
their swords than do the right thing, so be it.

Elizabeth Topp ’98
New York City

I read  with interest and frustration the let-
ters in the November-December magazine 
about single-sex (finals) clubs. The vehement 
defense of them from those who enjoyed, or 
whose children enjoyed, their benefits miss-
es an important point: the clubs’ exclusivity 
is not based on any visible merit aside from 
social connections. As a public high-school 
graduate from Kentucky, I would have wel-
comed a place to feel I belonged on campus 
besides my House (then North House, a rath-
er democratic one). I watched peers from East 
and West Coast big cities, from prep and pri-
vate schools, going to the Bee and who knows 
where else; I hardly knew the clubs’ names.

I found the issue to be further fascinating, 
since one of the featured articles was about 
the challenges of making a Harvard educa-
tion work for low-income and first-genera-
tion students. If this is a legitimate goal, as I 
believe it should be, then the fact that clubs are 
single-gender hardly touches the basic point; 
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nearly all these clubs are functionally single-
class: rich. The education available at Harvard 
is only part of the point; we all understand 
that much of what makes a Harvard education 
valuable is the connections. Access to connec-
tions at Harvard is fundamentally inequitable.

Until I can see that Harvard takes this 
goal seriously—making the education truly 
accessible for all qualified students—my do-
nations will continue to go to Berea College, 
where I teach, and where every single stu-
dent is low-income, and none pay tuition.

Nancy Gift ’93
Berea, Ky.

…AND FIRST-GENERATION STUDENTS
I suggest  you ponder the irony of the 
“Strategically Speaking” column (Novem-
ber-December 2017, page 7), lamenting the 
loss of faith of many Americans in higher 
education, appearing near the article on sup-
posedly special problems of first-generation 
college students (“Mastering the ‘Hidden 
Curriculum,’” page 18) and “The College 
Chasm” (Forum, page 50). In my view, the 
condescension and victim orientation re-
flected in the latter two go a long way to-
ward explaining the former.

The search for victims, and endless de-
mands for accommodations for the supposedly 
victimized group, that many Americans see in-
creasingly emanating from the academy, which 
are typified by these articles, contribute to a 
loss of faith in the value of higher education.

In every generation, there are many first-
generation and low-income college and 
university students. In prior generations, 
this was accepted as part of the American 
Dream, as such persons and their families 
worked to improve their lot. Even with-
out the special programs discussed here, 
many (perhaps most) succeeded in doing 
so. Suggesting that there is something un-
usual about today’s generation which neces-
sitates the sort of programs described does 
them no favors and causes further skepti-
cism about the motivation of our learned 
class on the part of the citizenry at large.

Similarly, the Forum’s apparently lament-
ing that colleges and universities come in 
many flavors is insulting to many. Among 
other things, the constant references to the 
supposedly inadequate education being pro-
vided at the University of South Carolina is 
devoid of support, other than the spurious 
references to grades and test scores. There is 
no discussion of how graduates of that insti-
tution are faring in life, let alone while they 

are in school. The barely unspoken premise 
that one can only obtain a top-flight educa-
tion at a supposedly top-tier school insults 
those who did just that at other schools, 
which they attended for many reasons, such 
as a desire to be close to family or access a 
particular program. One does not need an 
Ivy League education to be a pragmatic, 
honorable, empathetic person—which goes 
a long way toward success in life.

Even if there is some merit to the Forum 
author’s premise that there are vast differenc-
es in the quality of schools, this ignores the 
fact that inequality is inherent in many situ-
ations and that the most successful among 
us are willing and able to work to overcome 
such inequality. It also overlooks the fact 
that not everyone is well suited for the “best” 
schools and that, as is true in so many fields, 
a diversity of offerings is optimal. As Garri-
son Keillor can tell us, not everyone can be 
above average or have the best of everything.

Those who wish to muster more support 
for higher education would do well to accept 
that inequality of outcomes is inherent in a free 
society and acknowledge the greater impor-
tance of equality of opportunity and the many 
mechanisms we have to facilitate the latter.

Martin B. Robins, J.D. ’80
Barrington Hills, Ill. 

WRITERS, SEEN HOLISTICALLY
I was glad  to see a tutor viewing her stu-
dent as a whole emotional and writing per-
son, a unity rather than a stack of divisible 
Lego blocks (The Undergraduate, “Writ-
ing, Blocked,” November-December 2017, 
page 36). In the training I’m completing, in 
a body-mind relearning field, we also are 
taught to acknowledge the whole unitary 
person—a tensegritive and not a compres-
sive model. This has consequences.

In my field, students’ strong emotions can 
surface. We could even retraumatize a per-
son. As part of our training we learn about the 
hidden impact of well-intended efforts in our 
field’s past, and even hear a presentation from 

SPEAK UP, PLEASE
Har vard Magazine welcomes letters 
on its contents. Please write to “Let-
ters,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware Street, 
Cambridge 02138, send comments by e-
mail to your turn@har  vard.edu, use our 
website, www.harvard maga zine. com, 
or fax us at 617-495-0324. Letters may 
be edited to fit the available space. 
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a psychotherapist to learn what not to do.
As a private writing tutor, I know I can 

reinjure my student, too, if not as severely, or 
subtly discourage them. I’m sure that I have 
done so at times, unwittingly—faces have 
told me what words have not. I wish I had 
had more training to address this, as well as 
to be better able to take care of my own emo-
tional-writer self. I would love the Writing 
Center to offer its tutors such support, to in-
tegrate the emotional literacy with the craft.

I found the most impactful part of the ar-
ticle to be the author’s transparency about her 
own intense feelings in relationship to writ-
ing. This sharing acknowledges the whole 
person in the reader, and removes a wall, 
rather than dividing us into separable teacher-
student blocks. It would be good to see more 
of this integration in academia—and, further, 
more integrated acknowledgment that we are 
body along with emotion and words.

Joshua Myrvaagnes ’01
Somerville, Mass.

LEGAL SERVICES
“the justice gap,”  by Lincoln Caplan (No-
vember-October 2017, page 61), shines a time-

ly spotlight on the enormous gap between 
the number of poor people who face unlawful 
eviction, domestic violence, consumer fraud, 
and other civil legal problems and the num-
ber of those people who have an attorney to 
advocate for them in their time of legal crisis.

As members of the WilmerHale Legal Ser-
vices Center (LSC) of Harvard Law School 
(HLS), we salute you for tackling this top-
ic and its various complexities. At the same 
time, readers may have been left with a mis-
impression about the LSC. Our work does not 
focus on “adequate access to justice,” however 
defined. From our founding in 1979 by the vi-
sionary professor Gary Bellow, we have dedi-
cated our work to impassioned, innovative, 
community-based lawyering for people who 
cannot afford representation; and teaching 
and mentoring clinical law students to be-
come zealous, ethical advocates. To be sure, 
we also embrace and teach students about 
non-litigation tools such as policy advocacy, 
community legal-education workshops, and 
the enhanced use of law-related technologies.

As the thousands of HLS students who 
have passed through the LSC’s doors can at-
test, these tools complement—not displace—

our primary and en-
during focus: direct 
legal services for 
the most vulnerable 
community members 
to achieve the fullest measure of justice. Bel-
low’s legacy lives on and is stronger than ever. 

Daniel L. Nagin
Vice dean for experiential and clinical education

Faculty director, WilmerHale Legal Services 
Center & Veterans Legal Clinic

Toby Merrill
Lecturer on law

Cambridge

ERRATA
We regret  misspelling the last name of 
Thomas Ehrlich, LL.B. ’59, in “The Justice 
Gap.”

The caption for the photograph on page 
83 (Alumni, “This Land Was Made For…,” 
November-December 2017) incorrectly 
identifies the rock formations behind Bill 
Hedden as the Six Shooter Peaks. They are 
mesas. The peaks were visible in a differ-
ent image of Hedden that did not appear 
in the article.

Visit harvardmag.com 
for additional letters.
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